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Why it Matters?Why it Matters?
With the ubiquity of smartphones nowadays, we cannot deny the
immense impact of social media and how it drives and affects
consumer behavior. That is why brands, both big and small, are
turning towards digital platforms to capture their audience's
attention. But simply having an online presence isn't enough —
brands + businesses need to build a community, be consistent,
and have insights of their consumers’ online behavior, in order to
use that data to implement into an effective strategy to increase
revenue for their business. 

This is where social media strategists come into play for you and
your business. 

MissionMission
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Our mission is to help you get out of your own way. Hiring
someone to help educate and guide you through how to
effectively manage and maintain your own social media not only
frees up your own time so that you can focus on things in your
business that you can't hand off to someone else, but it allows you
to show up on social media with confidence.

Our ultimate mission is to help you feel confident when showing
up on social media. 

@OURMINDFULMARKETING
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SummarySummary
Our services have been created and customized to benefit our
clients to bring them the most value possible. 

These sessions are created and designed to fit the needs of the
individual who does have the time to manage and maintain their
own social media presence, however, might be starting from
scratch and requires some guidance in creating an effective social
media strategy.

Please have a read through, and if you are interested in more
information, moving forward or scheduling a call, please contact
Adriana at hello@ourmindfulmarketing.com

GoalsGoals
An effective social media strategy, wherein which client is
seen as credible and as an authority leader in their
industry, while having brand-focused, cohesive content
that converts.

To ensure that client feels confident and ready to
effectively and consistently manage their own social
media presence on their own without feeling
overwhelmed.

@OURMINDFULMARKETING
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What to ExpectWhat to Expect

@OURMINDFULMARKETING

Our very own 40-page PDF guide on the ins-and-outs
of Instagram through a step-by-step approach

Mindful Guide to Instagram Reels – for 28 days of
Instagram Reel ideas, plus bonus tips!  

Our guide to Increase Engagement on Instagram

Planning sheets to help as a guide for strategy,
hashtags, content, and keywords

1-hour initial strategy interview to understand and
align with business goals and understand clients’
personality and  brand

10 1-hour scheduled Zoom sessions to help you to
understand Instagram, how to implement an effective
strategy and have an overall effective social media
strategy across all desired platforms

11th session for an overview of a final Q&A session

SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY SESSIONS



DetailsDetails

Optimized bio on each platform
when you align your content creation, captions, and bio
with the words, phrases and topics that your ideal
customer/client is searching for, you have a much higher
chance of appearing in their search results 

Community Management 
engagement is an essential part of building your
community

ALT text for each post (SEO for Instagram)
makes your content more inclusive to the visually
impaired
makes your content optimized for search results 
helps your ideal audience actually be able to discover
your content 

A cohesive Instagram feed
brand colors, fonts, logo, handle, website, tone of voice
and overall aesthetic
content pillars

These coaching sessions are customized to fit each individual
client
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$1599 USD
Total due within 8 weeks of initial session and can be made in payments. 
Sessions can be booked anytime or at client’s discretion, given a 2-week notice. 
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Details Cont'd.Details Cont'd.
Location and tags

increase chances of being discovered

Creation of Instagram highlights to conveniently provide 
 important information for visitors

Instagram highlights are ideal space to include
information such as FAQ’s, testimonials/reviews, and
information for products + services 

Effective captions
Hook, body and a CTA (call-to-action)

Hashtag research and implementation 
niche hashtags -- to increase chances of being
discovered
alternating hashtag sets

Create consistent posting schedule 
Create an effective social media strategy
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The SessionsThe Sessions
Session 1: Introduction to Social Media, Utilizing it as a Tool
in your Small Business, Understanding the Importance of
Mindfulness, Mental Health + Social Media 

Session 2: Optimize Bio + Write ALT Text/ SEO

Session 3: Consistency + Scheduling

Session 4: How to Find Your Ideal Audience + Engagement

Session 5: Content Pillars: the 4 C’s + Content that
Converts Part 1

Session 6: Content Pillars: the 4 C’s + Content that
Converts Part 2 (Multiple Platforms)

Session 7: Building a Community + Don’t Worry about
Vanity Metrics or Going Viral

Session 8: How to Utilize Instagram Highlights + Establish
Highlight Categories

Session 9: Hashtag Research + Effective Captions

Session 10: How to Repurpose Content For All Platforms +
Have an Effective Social Media Strategy Across All
Platforms 

Session 11: Final Q&A’s
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What to ConsiderWhat to Consider

Volume of posts – how consistent can you realistically show up
on social media
Branding Package - Logo, Typography, Hex Codes, Copy, etc.,
Content - do you create your own content or you need to
outsource? 
Areas in which you struggle with most

Here are some things that you will want to start to consider before
we meet including, overall goals when it comes to being on social
media or what metrics and platforms matter most to you. 

Below are some examples:

Digital PlatformsDigital Platforms

Instagram
TikTok
Facebook
Pinterest
YouTube
Clubhouse
Twitter

Consider which digital platforms you would like to have a
presence on including:

if you are interested in more information, moving forward or scheduling a
call, please contact Adriana at hello@ourmindfulmarketing.com
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